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Bella Coola and North Wakashan:
Convergence and diversity in the Northwest Coast Sprachbund*

Bella Coola and North Wakashan

The Northwest Coast Sprachbund stretches from the north of California to southern Alaska,
extending at its widest point as far east as the Rocky Mountains of Alberta and Montana. It
encompasses languages from about a dozen genetically unrelated families.

Three of theseÑSalishan (S), Wakashan (W), and Chimakuan (C)Ñconstitute the Central
Northwest group of languages (Map 1), a particularly cohesive areal unit; within this group:

•  the Salishan Bella Coola is cut off from its relatives, bounded by the Wakashan languages
Haisla, Heiltsuk, and Oowekyala, and two Athapaskan languages, Carrier and Chilcotin

•  the Bella Coola were in close contact with these groups, particularly the Heiltsuk (Bella
Bella), and show considerable grammatical influence

•  judging by the nature and direction of lexical borrowings, the Bella Coola seem to have
adapted themselves culturally to the maritime Wakashan culture

•  the Bella Coola held the Wakashan in esteem and admired their knowledge of ceremonial
lore and rituals, many of which originated with the Heiltsuk (McIlwraith 1948)

Grammatical changes in Bella Coola

Linguistically, the result of this intimate contact has been a move in Bella Coola away from
pan-Salishan features towards patterns more typically Wakashan. In a number of cases, the
changes in Bella Coola have resulted in divergence from areal linguistic patterns, illustrating a
process of linguistic diversification under language contact.

1.1) Word-order of the matrix clause

The unmarked word order for the matrix clause in Central Northwest languages is VSO.

•  in Salishan, there is some intra-linguistic variation, most commonly VSO/VOS
•  Salishan languages use topical NP-deletion in transitive clauses, leaving a single non-

oblique actant whose syntactic role is marked by verbal morphology (Kinkade 1990)
•  Bella Coola has rigid VSO word-order and uses it as an interpretive device
•  in Northern Wakashan, strict subject-object-oblique order of NP actants is observed

                                                  
* Thanks are owed to Jack Chambers, Alana Johns, Bill Lewis, Keren Rice, and a number of anonymous reviewers
for some excellent commentary. I would also like to acknowledge the help of Emmon Bach, Thom Hess, William
Jacobsen, and Dale Kinkade, as well as the efforts of these and other fieldworkers and their consultants in
compiling the dozens of texts, articles, and grammars without which the present study would have been
impossible. This research was supported by a Fellowship from the Social Sciences and Humanities Research
Council of Canada. The abbreviations used in this paper are as follows: = = sentence-second clitic; 1, 2, 3 = first,
second, third person; AD = adjunct; ADD = additive; APPL = applicative; C-C = contrastive-conjunctive; CAUS =
causative; D = deictic; DIM = diminutive; DP = derivational prefix; ERG = ergative; EXP = expectative; Ä = feminine;
HAB = habitual; INCH = inchoative; IND = indicative; IRR = irrealis; MD = middle; NEG = negative; NP = nominalizer;
OBJ = (direct) object; P = plural; PERF = perfective; PNT = punctual; PO = possessive; PRX = proximate; PR =
preposition; QTV = quotative; S = singular; SUBJ = subject; STAT = stative; TOP = topical/old information; TR =
transitivizer. Transcriptions have been standardized in an Americanist IPA and may differ from those used in the
original source.
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More generally, Central Northwest languages share the syntactic template in (1):

(1) A Central Northwest syntactic template for unmarked matrix clauses

 Adverb(=SUBJ Clitic)  Predicate(=SUBJ Clitic)  Subject NP  Objects/Adjuncts

 Lushootseed (Salish)

 Ñ
 úu-t\lawi-s-\b=����\\\\dddd

 PNT-run-APPL-MD=1S
 Ñ

 ú\ ti sqã\bayú

 PR D dog

 Ôthe dog ran after meÕ    (Hess 1993: 32)

 day©-\xã=����\\\\dddd cick©ã

 indeed-now=1S very
 ú\s-laq-il

 STAT-late-INCH
 Ñ  Ñ

 Ônow I am very late indeedÕ   (Hess 1993: 115 Ð 6)

 Quileute (Chimakuan)

 q�axayot=la
 very=1P

 wis�aú

 happy
 xab�a
 all

 Åeú b�c-t©oqã �:-Åoú� Å�Åe
 D all-1PL:PO be-PRX now

 Ôwe are very glad that so many of us are here nowÕ  (Andrade 1931: 13)

 Makah (Southern Wakashan)

 huuúaÅi=¿¿¿¿----ssssiiiiiiii----ccccuuuuÅÅÅÅ

 still=IND-1SáSUBJ-2SOBJ

 daac

 see
 Ñ  Ñ

 ÔI can still see youÕ    (Jacobsen 1979c: 132)

 Heiltsuk (Northern Wakashan)

 w©�l=i-s aix-s

 really=3S-AD well-AD

 t�tuqãla

 watch
 w�sm=a-Åi

 man=D1-D2

 w©�c©=i�-Åi

 dog= D1-D2

 Ôthe man watches the dog really wellÕ   (Rath 1981: 101)

Bella Coola has virtually abandoned two of the most important of the features shown in (1):

•  the sentence-initial adverbial particle
•  the sentence-second (S2) clitic

These losses are tied to a shift from a mixed system of predicate modification using adverbial
particles and predicate enclitics towards the exclusive use of enclitics.

1.2) Predicate modification

Most Central Northwest languages make use of a mixed system of pre-predicate particles and
predicate enclitics, as in Lushootseed and Makah (predicates are underlined):
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Lushootseed (S)
(2a) ck©ãaqid=sixã Åãul© úu+ú\Â\d tiú\ú qaw©qsã

always=CONTEMPT just PNT+eat D raven
ÔRaven is always just stuffing his faceÕ (Hess 1993: 116)

Makah (W)
(2b) huuúaÅi=¿=sii=cuÅ daac

still=IND=1S=2S see
ÔI can still see youÕ (Jacobsen 1979: 132)

•  ck©ãaqid ÔalwaysÕ, Åãul© ÔjustÕ and huuúaÅi ÔstillÕ are pre-predicate adverbial particles
•  =sixã ÕCONTEMPTÕ and the Makah =¿ indicative morpheme are predicate enclitics
•  Salishan favours particles (in terms of total number and textual frequency)
•  Wakashan favours enclitics, often having fewer than a half dozen adverbial particles

Bella Coola has abandoned the pre-predicate particle in favour of predicate enclitics:

Bella Coola (S)
(3) qãals+am+¿=kã=úit=alu=tu=c©i=k

hemlock:needles+INCH+3S=QTV=C-C=almost=now=PERF=C-C
Ôand now [it is said] he really almost became hemlock needlesÕ (Nater 1984: 131)

•  Nater (1984) lists thirty-three predicate enclitics, a number more comparable to Heiltsuk
and Kãak©ãala than to Salishan languages (which typically have a dozen or fewer)

This may be an example of Òindirect diffusionÓ (Heath 1978), involving the transmission of a
grammatical pattern without the transmission of actual morphemes.

1.3) Loss of the sentence-second clitic

Bella CoolaÕs loss of pre-predicate adverbials has obscured the S2-clitic pattern, which now
only surfaces with the negative úaÅã, the only sentence-initial adverbial:

Bella Coola (S)
(4) úaÅ=kã=i=lu=k ayk©+m+i+s ta+s+cxã+lx+ulmx+tÅ

NEG=QTV=C-C=EXP=C-C be:long+MD+DIM+3S D+NP+dark+INCH+earth+D
 s+tuin+m+s=kã=lu=c© ta+nanmk©+tÅ
 NP+appear+MD+3S=QTV=EXP=PERF D+animal+D
Ôit wasnÕt long after dark that the animal showed up before expectedÕ

(Davis and Saunders 1980: 8, line 33)

•  úaÅã plays host to a string of evidentials which normally follow the matrix predicate (cf.
the position of the evidentials in the embedded clause)

•  unlike other Central Northwest languages, the person-marker (-s) remains on the verb

Given the existence of adverbial particles in Wakashan, their loss (and the consequent loss of
landing sites for S2 clitics) in Bella Coola is not obviously the result of convergence. However:
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•  Bella Coola has opted for the predicate-modification strategy more strongly attested in the
Wakashan languagesÑthe use of predicate enclitics

•  the move towards a more a rigid North Wakashan VSO template may have disfavoured
pre-verbal adverbials, which are marked and textually infrequent

•  this may be especially true in contact situations where one party has imperfect command
of the otherÕs language and so provides, or has access to, a more restricted range of
structures to use as a basis or model for templates

•  alternatively, the shift to an enclitic system of verbal modification may be overcom-
pensation on the part of Bella Coola speakers emulating Wakashan linguistic patterns

Whatever their origin, the loss of the pre-predicate adverbial particle and the adoption of
rigid VSO word-order has caused the unmarked matrix clause in Bella Coola both to resemble
that of its Wakashan neighbours and to diverge from its relatives and neighbours in the CNW
language area.

1.4) Nominal Deixis

Another obvious way in which Bella Coola combines native Salishan traits with features
borrowed from Wakashan is in its pattern of nominal deixis (determiners).

•  in Salishan languages, deictics appear immediately preceding an NP or other phrasal
element which takes a nominal role in a sentence, as in (5):

Okanagan (S)
(5a) ºac\nt+�s iú s\nkÂc©aúsq�Åaú

tie+3S:ERG D horse
Ôhe tied the horseÕ (Mattina 1996: 30)

Lushootseed (S)
(5b) put ñ©u+b\+úitut tiúiÂ ú\s+dxã+pakã+ah+\b

only HAB+ADD+sleep D STAT+DP+lie+ass+MD
Ôthis He-Lies-With-His-Ass-In-The-Air would only sleepÕ (Hess 1993: 183, line 57)

•  Wakashan nominal deixis makes use of suffixation or encliticization, as illustrated in (6):

Makah (W)
(6) daasa=s huktuub+iq

see=IND:1S bird+D
ÔI see the birdÕ (Jacobsen 1979: 125)

•  Bella Coola blends these two patterns:

Bella Coola (S)
(7) k©x+is ti+úimlk+txci+xnas+cx

see+3S:3S D+man+D DÄ+woman+DÄ
Ôthe man sees the womanÕ (Davis and Saunders 1978: 38)

•  deictic circumclitics seem to be unique to Bella Coola in the Salishan family
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•  however, in Kãak©ãala subject NPs appear bracketed between a deictic subject-marker
attached to the verb stem and a demonstrative deictic suffix:

Kãak©ãala (W)
(8) kî�aÅ=úm+ooÅ Wul�as\wú+eeÅ

come=TOP+D3:MIDDLE:SUBJ Wul�asooú+DMIDDLE:VISIBLE

ÔWul�asooú has comeÕ (Boas 1969: 537)

•  this gives us a ÐD NPÐD pattern which resembles the Bella Coola DÐNPÐD pattern
•  the resemblance is, in fact, even more exact, as we will see in Section 2.5 below

Semantically, the Bella Coola deictic system resembles Wakashan more than Salish.

•  a typical Salishan deictic system in terms of its complexity is that found in Upper
Chehalis, which expresses three spatial degrees and a referential category of ÒindefiniteÓ:

(9) Upper Chehalis nominal deictics

proximal middle distal indefinite
non-fem tit úit tact t

fem tic, cic úic tac, cac t

(Kinkade 1964: 258)

•  feminineÐnon-feminine gender is typical of coastal (as opposed to Coast) Salish languages
as well as Chinook and Chimakuan (Thompson and Kinkade 1990), but not Wakashan

Bella Coola, on the other hand distinguishes three spatial categories, each sub-divided into
demonstrative and non-demonstrative classes, shown in (10):

(10) Bella Coola nominal deictic clitics

proximal middle distal
demon non-dem demon non-dem demon non-dem

non-fem tiÑt©ayx tiÑtx taÑt©aÅ taÑÂ taÑtix taÑtÅ
fem ciÑc©ayx ciÑcx úiÂÑúiÂayÂ úiÂÑÂ úiÂÑcix úiÂÑúiÂ

plural waÑúac waÑc taÑt©aÅã taÑÂ taÑtaÅ taÑtÅã

(Davis and Saunders 1980: 254)

•  in the area from the Columbia River to the Alaska panhandle, only Tsimshian and Bella
Coola have plurality as an inflectional category (Thompson and Kinkade 1990)

The Bella Coola system is almost exactly parallel to the deictic systems of Northern
Wakashan languages like Heiltsuk:
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(11) Heiltsuk nominal deictic suffixes

proximal middle distal absent
visible invisible visible invisible visible invisible Ñ

primary -kãa -kãacî -iaÅ -iaÅcî -ia -iacî -i
secondary -Åka -Åã -Åi -Åka

(Rath 1981: 77)

•  demonstrative/non-demonstrative is semantically related to visible/invisible (visible
things being most amenable to being referred to demonstratively as ÒthisÓ or ÒthatÓ)

The Heiltsuk system captures the three spatial degrees typical of Salishan systems; its fourth
category, ÔABSENTÕ, may correspond to the non-referential/indefinite/hypothetical category.

•  in general, Salishan deictic systems become more complex as they move nearer the
Northern Wakashan/Bella Coola area

Wakashan (or Central Northwest areal) influence on the Salishan deictic system may either
extend back into the realm of Proto-Salish, or various Salishan languages may have borrowed
certain aspects of the complex Wakashan nominal deictic system, those languages closest to
the Central Coast area showing the greatest influence.

1.5) Person-marking

The Bella Coola person-marking system has become distinct from both Wakashan and Salish

•  in the Salishan family, the marking of matrix subjects and objects is complex
•  in intransitive clauses, both Coast and Interior languages use clitics to mark first- and

second-person plural and singular subjects
•  in most languages, these clitics follow the sentence-second pattern
•  transitive clauses in Lillooet and Coast Salish languages use S2 clitics for first- and

second-person subjects:

Straits (S)
(12a) Å�i+t=s\n

know+TR=1S
ÔI know itÕ

(12b) Å�i+t=sxã
know+TR=2S
Ôyou know itÕ

 (Jelinek and Demers 1983: 168)

Transitive clauses with a third-person subject take a suffix, -s, which is bound to the verb,
does not undergo sentence-second fronting, and can cooccur with an overt NP, as in (13):

 Straits (S)
 (13) Å�i+t+s c\ sw\yúq\ú c\ swiúqoú\Â

know+TR+3 D man D boy
Ôthe man knows the boyÕ (Jelinek and Demers 1983: 168)

•  transitive clauses in Interior languages use subject-suffixes rather than clitics
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Direct objects in Salishan are expressed by suffixes on the transitive verb stem:

Shuswap (S)
(14) kuk+st+s�cm+x

save+CAUS+1S:OBJ+2S:SUBJ
Ôthank youÕ (lit. Ôyou saved meÕ) (Demirdache et al 1994: 154)

•  like third-person intransitive subjects, third-person objects are a paradigmatic zero
•  in languages in which the subject pronominals follow the verb, the order is objectÐsubject

Wakashan languages use pronominal clitics in both transitive and intransitive clauses

•  the order of pronominal actants is subject-object rather than object-subject
•  in Southern Wakashan, S2-clitics are used for both subjects and objects

Makah (W)
 (15) huuúaÅi=¿=sii=cuÅ daac

still=IND=1S=2S see
ÔI can still see youÕ (Jacobsen 1979: 132)

•  in Southern Wakashan, third-persons are also paradigmatic zeros

Paradigmatic zero subjects are not a characteristic of Northern Wakashan, which has adopted
the practice of using deictic or demonstrative enclitics as pronominals.

•  in Kãak©ãala, deictic elements may appear on their own as subjects but also obligatorily
cooccur with third-person NP actants, which follow a rigid subjectÐobjectÐoblique order:

Kãak©ãala (W)
(16a) kî�aÅ=kîa

come=DPROX:INVISIBLE:SUBJ

Ôthis one comesÕ (Boas 1969: 535)

(16b) n�ex=la+ee c©�ec©eskin+ee
say=QTV+D3:DISTAL:SUBJ Tseetseskin+D3:DISTAL:VISIBLE

ÔTseetseskin saidÕ (Boas 1969: 537)

 (16c) y�os+eeta l�elqãúalañú+aya+Åa qã�aÅnis+ee
eat:with:spoon+D3:DISTAL:SUBJ tribe+D3:DISTAL:INVISIBLE+D3:DISTAL:OBJ dog:salmon+D3:DISTAL:VISIBLE

Ôthe tribes ate the dog salmon with spoonsÕ (Boas 1969: 538)

•  in (16a), a deictic person-clitic appears alone as an anaphoric subject pronoun
•  in (16b), a pre-nominal clitic cooccurs with a third-person subject bearing a deictic suffix
•  in (16c), pre-nominal clitics are also used with direct objects
•  however, in this case they appear as enclitics on the preceding noun rather than as

agreement-markers on the verb

Syntactically, deictic enclitics and nouns seem to form a D-NP-D constituent, leading to the
mismatch between syntactic and phonological structure noted by Anderson (1992):
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•  pre-nominal clitics in NPs are incorporated phonologically to preceding word
•  pre-nominal deictics mark the following noun for person and case
•  post-nominal elements distinguish visibility and the three primary spatial categories

This gives us the following paradigm of Kãak©ãala deictics:

(17) Kãak©ãala third-person-deictic markers

proximal middle distal
visible invisible visible invisible visible invisible

SUBJ =kú =ka =ooÅ =oo =ooqú =oo
OBJ -qúekú -Åka -qãú -q ©ã -qú -qúeepronominal

(16a)
OBL -seekú -ska -sooÅ -soo -s -see
SUBJ -kata -ooÅta -eeta
OBJ -Åkata -ÅooÅta -Åãa -Åapre-nominal

(16b and c)
OBL -skata -sooÅta -sa -sa

post-nominal -kú -ka -eeÅ -aaÅ -ee -aee

(based on Boas 1969: 532)

•  aside from its case-marking function, the Kãak©ãala deictic system is highly congruent,
both structurally and functionally, with the Bella Coola system of deictic circumclitics

Bella Coola marks subjects in intransitive clauses with person-number suffixes, as in (18):

Bella Coola (S)
(18a) ksnmak+c (18b) ksnmak+s (18c) ksnmak+aw

work+1S work+3S work+3P
ÔI workÕ Ô3s worksÕ Ôthey workÕ

In transitive clauses, Bella Coola has developed a unique system of portmanteau object-
subject agreement suffixes to mark the person and number of actants, as in (19):

Bella Coola (S)
(19a) kÂ+is ti+úimmllkii+tx ti+tq©Âa+tx

drop+3S:3S D+boy+D D+knife+D
Ôthe boy dropped the knifeÕ (Davis and Saunders 1997: 24)

(19b) sp©+tis ti+úimmlläkii+tx wa+wac©+uk+sc
hit+3P:3S D+boy+D D+dog+PLURAL+D
Ôthe boy is hitting the dogsÕ (Davis & Saunders 1978: 38)

Both transitive and intransitive paradigms represent a pattern of subject-verb agreement
which has no exact counterpart in the other Central Northwest languages. In Salish:

•  the closest thing to agreement is the transitive subject marker (-s in the examples in (13))
•  however, these agree with NP subjects in person only and not in number
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•  in most Salishan languages there is a strong tendency to avoid overt NP subjects with this
suffix (Kinkade 1990), making it seem rather the inverse of agreement

•  intransitive subject-clitics also seem not to be agreement in that these have a ¯ third-
person which one might be hesitant to claim ÒcooccursÓ with overt NP subjects

•  Bella Coola intransitive person-markers cooccur freely with overt NPs or pronominals
with whom they agree in person and number

•  inflectional number agreement is unattested in the third person in other CNW languages
•  no other Salishan language shows overt agreement with third-person objects

Wakashan shows no kind of agreement with overt subjects or objects, although Northern
Wakashan has non-zero object pronominals which can appear associated with the verb.

1.6) Use of deictics as subjects

Another interesting fact about person-marking in Northern Wakashan is that the full range of
categories in the determiner system (cf. (11)) are marked on pronominal subjects. Similarly,
Bella Coola frequently uses its deictic enclitics as third person pronouns, as in (20):

(20) ks-is=kã-c© tttt© ©©©aaaayyyyxxxx ta=mila-s=tÅ
pull-3S:3S =QTV-PERF this:one D=cane-3PO=D
Ôhe pulled his cane outÕ (Davis & Saunders 1980: 35, line 74)

•  Bella Coola seems to use the full range of its enclitics as pronominal subjects
•  these constructions are textually frequent (≈ 33% of sentences in texts)

Other Salishan languages may use deictic elements as pronominal subjects; however

•  they are textually infrequent (> 10% as objects in texts, 1% as subjects in my sample)
•  most languages that use nominal deictics (determiners) use a limited number thereof
•  some languages use a separate set of elements which often mark different categories

The Bella Coola use of deictic enclitics as pronominals may be due to Wakashan influence.

Summary

Bella Coola has approximated North Wakashan grammatical patterns in that:

•  it has adopted a rigid VSOO template
•  it prefers enclitics for predicate modification
•  it has a complex, 3 x 2 category determiner system of both enclitics and proclitics
•  it marks a full range of deictic categories in its third-person pronominals

Bella Coola combines some of these features with native Salishan traits:

•  (historical) O-S order of pronominal actants
•  the use of deictic proclitics
•  the marking of gender in the nominal deictic paradigm (typical of coastal Salish)
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Bella Coola has lost the following features of the Central Northwest language area:

•  the sentence-initial adverbial particle
•  the sentence-second clitic (surfaces only with negative particle úaÅã)

Bella Coola has developed unique grammatical patterns in the area of:

•  inflectional marking of plurality (source/trigger unknown)
•  complex inflectional system of person-agreement of seven object-subject paradigms
•  non-zero marking of third-person objects

Bella CoolaÕs person-marking system compares to Salishan and Wakashan as follows:

Salish
✔ person-markers follow O-S order and

object-pronominals are suffixes

Lushootseed
(21a) Âu-t©uk©ã-tu-bicid=�\d

IRR-go:home-CS-2S:OBJ=1S:SUBJ
ÔI will take you homeÕ

✘ �\d ÔIÕ is a sentence-second clitic
✘ no or vestigial (person only) agree-

ment with NP matrix subjects
✘ most Salish shows VSO/VOS alter-

nation in word order
✘ many Salishan languages disfavour

sentences with two NPs; Lushootseed
prohibits them

Wakashan
✘ person-clitics follow S-O order and are

interchangeable with NPs:

Heitsuk
(21b) t�tuqãla=�-qi

watch=3S:SUBJ-3S:OBJ
Ôs/he watches thatÕ

(21c) t�tuqãla w�sm-�-Åi=qi
watch man-D1-D2=3S:OBJ
Ôthe man watches thatÕ

✔ Heiltsuk and Kãak©ãala have rigid VSO
order and allow two NP actants

✔  full range of deictic categories in pro-
nominal system (Northern Wak. only)

While it is difficult to prove that all of the Bella Coola innovations are the direct result of
borrowing, the borrowed and innovative features do seem to be inter-related:

1 Bella Coola appears to have adapted the rigid Wakashan VSOO syntactic template
2 with this change comes a shift away from a mixed (adverbial particle and enclitic)

system of predicate modification to the exclusive use of predicate enclitics
3 the loss of pre-predicate particles eliminates environments for pre-verbal, sentence-

second clitics
4 transitive and intransitive subjects come to be marked with post-predicate morphemes
5 both subject and object pronominals become incorporated to the verb-stem, a process

reinforced by the historical loss or reduction of vocalic material noted by Nater (1984)
6 this leaves pronominals bound to the verb stem inside an often extensive string of other

morphemes
7 these are no longer salient enough to act as anaphors or reference-tracking devices in

discourse, encouraging iteration by pronominal deictics or full NPs

In this analysis, Bella Coola person-markers have undergone a transition from clitic pronoun
to pronominal suffix to agreement marker co-occurring with overt, coreferential NPsÑa well-
documented cline of grammaticalization (Giv�n 1979; Hopper and Traugott 1993).
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